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PROBLEM SET 1: Jingulu inflection 
Due Monday, April 19 

 
1. First, consider the subject pronouns (glossed SUBJ.NOM) in the following sentences, which 

exemplify all existing Jingulu subject pronouns. (Ignore the verbal subject agreement 
markers, glossed simply SUBJ, for now.) 

 
a. Mindiyila  imbiyi-mindi-ju   Jingulu. 

SUBJ.NOM  speak-SUBJ-do      Jingulu 
‘We [you and I] are speaking Jingulu.’ 

 
b. Milyamilyayi-nya  nyama. 

late-SUBJ                SUBJ.NOM 
‘You were late.’ 

 

h. Arduwa-nama  kunyiyila  langalanga-nya-mi. 
slow-time         SUBJ.NOM   think-SUBJ-IRR 
‘Just think about it first, you two.’ 
 

i. Ulukaja-ngku     kurruwala! 
wash-will.come  SUBJ.NOM 
‘You three wash yourselves!’ 

c. ‘Akardarda  ngaya’       Jingulu  ambaya-nga-ju. 
poor.fellow  SUBJ.NOM  Jingulu  speak-SUBJ-do 
‘I say ‘I’m a poor bugger’ in Jingulu.’ 

 
d. Dardu-wala  ngiji-ngurru-nu  ngardajkalu,  burrbiji  ngurrawala. 

mob             see-SUBJ-did       big(N)           finish     SUBJ.NOM 
‘All of us here saw us.’ 

 
e. Ngina-rniki-ni  kiwirra  angkurla  dabja-nu;  ngirriyala   dajba-ni-ngirru-nu. 

DEM-NIKI-FOC  none      NEG          bite-did   SUBJ.NOM  bite-TR.INV-SUBJ-did 
‘This one was not bitten; only me and some others were bitten.’ 

 
f. Jama-bila-rni          wanyikila  kijikijibi-wunyu-ngku-ju. 

that-DL(ANIM)-FOC  SUBJ.NOM  tickle-SUBJ-REFL-do 
‘Those two kids are tickling each other.’ 

 
g. Ngindarni  jangkarni  mankiyi-nginyu-ju  bininja. 

SUBJ.NOM  one            sit-SUBJ-do              man 
‘Me and another man are sitting down.’ 

 
1.1.  Use the grid below to construct a chart showing the Jingulu pronoun system; use rows to 

represent person (1/2/3/etc) and columns for number (singular/dual/etc). You may not need all 
rows and/or columns; you may encounter gaps, allomorphs, or other complexities. (20 points) 
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1.2.  This pronoun system has some gaps; that is, some possible combinations of person and 
number are not expressed by any pronoun. Where are these gaps? Can you think of reasons 
why any of these pronouns might not exist, or why gaps might be in these positions rather 
than elsewhere? (10) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. In the following sentences, turn your attention to the subject agreement markers (glossed 

SUBJ) which appear on verbs. 
 

a. Mindiyila  imbiyi-mindi-ju  Jingulu. 
SUBJ.NOM  speak-SUBJ-do   Jingulu 
‘We two are speaking Jingulu.’ 

 
b. Yurriyi-ngurri-yi  jalyangkunu. 

play-SUBJ-FUT      today 
‘Let’s all play today.’ 

 
c. Dirri-kunyu-nu  bundurru-nu  burrbiji. 

eat-SUBJ-did       food-did        finish 
‘You two ate up all the food.’ 

 
d. Bukbali  ya-ju. 

blowing  SUBJ-do 
‘The wind is blowing.’ 

 
j. Kanba  ijinku-wunyu-ju. 

equal    stand-SUBJ-do 
‘Those two are of equal size.’ 

 
k. Ankiya-nya-ju     kirda? 

do.what-SUBJ-do  father 
‘What are you doing, Dad?’ 

 
l. Murrkun-bala   dinkiyi-wurru-nu. 

three-PL(ANIM)  lost-SUBJ-did 
‘The three of them got lost.’ 

 

 
e. Ngarrabaja-mi  jama-niki-ni  marliyi-ngirri-ju. 

tell-IRR             this(M)-FOC    sick-SUBJ-do 
‘Tell that person: we’re sick. 

 
f. Kararlu  ngaba-nga-ju  bilyingbiyaku  marndamarnda-mbili 

ground   have-SUBJ-do  red.sand          hand-LOC 
‘I have red dust on my hands.’ 
 

g. Jama-niki-ni  naya   ajan        ka-ju       biyangka  kumungku-mbili. 
this(M)-FOC   stand  standing  SUBJ-do  behind      back-LOC 
‘There’s someone standing behind you.’ 

 
h. Nyinda-bila           nyini-mbili  mangki-nginyi-wadi. 

that(M)-DL(ANIM)  here             sit-SUBJ-HAB 
‘She and I live here.’ 

 
i. Ambaya-nga-nu  darni         nyambala – kurru-ju  larringku-kurru-nu? 

speak-SUBJ-did    just.there  DEM(N)        SUBJ-do   understand-2PL-do 
‘I’ve finished speaking – did you lot understand?’ 
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2.1.  Now use the grid below to construct a chart showing the Jingulu subject agreement marker 
system. Again, use rows for person and columns for number; you may not need all rows 
and/or columns; you may encounter gaps, allomorphs, or other complexities. (20) 

 
Do this in two stages: 
1. First, consider only the data in §2. 
2. Compare this to the data in §1; add any additional subject markers. 

 
 
 

    

 
     

 
     

 
     

 
     

 
2.2.  Looking at your chart in 2.1, consider all and only those subject markers which have 

multiple allomorphs. Do any of these alternations look potentially predictable based on other 
properties of the words they occur in? Explain your answer. (I know there isn’t much data 
here, but try to find at least some possible patterns. Some additional allomorphs surface in 
§3; you’re welcome, though not required, to consider that here too.) (5) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3.  Each of these agreement markers is a single morpheme; Jingulu speakers don’t productively 

assemble them from smaller meaningful parts. There are, however, some subregularities in 
this paradigm; that is, some sub-parts of these markers look like they might once have been 
productive morphemes themselves. Find as many of these sub-patterns as you can; explain 
your answer. (10) 
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3. Finally, the following sentences also include object agreement markers (glossed OBJ). 
 

a. Ngiji-ngirri-nyu-nu  wangku. 
see-SUBJ-OBJ-did      3SG.ACC 
‘Me and him and her saw just you.’ 

 
b. Miyi-wunya-na-rnu  lilingbi. 

hit- SUBJ-OBJ-did      hurt 
‘Those two hit me and hurt me.’ 

 

h. Ngarluju-kaji  miyi-nginyu-nyu-ju-rru. 
even-through  hit-SUBJ-OBJ-do-RRU 
‘We two hit you as punishment.’ 

 
i. Juwirri-miyi  budujuw-irra-na-rruku. 

follow-hit      let.go-SUBJ-OBJ-went 
‘They followed me, captured me and then let me go.’ 

 
c. Nyamarni  ngayarni  ngiji-mindi-nyu-ju  nganku. 

2SG.ERG    1SG.ERG  see- SUBJ-OBJ-do      2SG.ACC 
‘You and I can see you [in a photograph].’ 

 
d. Kunyanganama  mirrirdimi-kurra-na-yi  mujiya-nga-marri. 

previously          teach- SUBJ-OBJ-FUT     forget-1SG-went(DIST) 
‘I’ve forgotten, you must teach me again.’ 

 
e. Kunyuurlu  nyambala-nayi  miyi-wurru-nyu-ju  kunyaku. 

2DL.NOM      DEM(N)-INDEF  hit- SUBJ-OBJ-do      2DL.ACC 
‘You and someone else, they hit you two as well.’ 

 
f. Jama-bili-rni-ni                    ngiji-wunyu-nyu-ju  nganku. 

that(M)-DL(ANIM)-ERG-FOC  see- SUBJ-OBJ-do      2SG.ACC 
‘Those two can see you.’ 

 
g. Dirrk.biji-kunya-na-nu  nginyaku,     ngaba-kaju-nya-na-rriki           nginyaku       ngawu-ngka. 

pull- SUBJ-OBJ-did        1DLEXC.ACC  have-through- SUBJ-OBJ-went  1DLEXC.ACC  home-ALL 
‘You two picked us two up, and you took us home.’ 

 
3.1.  Now construct a chart showing the Jingulu object agreement marker system. As usual, use 

rows for person and columns for number; you may not need all rows and/or columns, and 
you may encounter gaps, allomorphs, or other complexities. (15) 

 
NOTE: You may find some more allomorphs of the subject markers here; you’re welcome to 

use these to inform or elaborate your explanation in 2.2. 
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3.2. Jingulu has principled restrictions on which subject and object markers may cooccur. Almost 
all possible combinations are given above in §3; there are three more possible combinations, 
for which I don’t have example sentences: ya-na, ya-nyu, and ngurri-nyu. All of the other 
combinations of meanings can also be expressed, though these use fused forms rather than 
simple morpheme sequences. 

 
a. First, draw your own chart (on the back, or on a separate page) showing the cooccurrence 

of subject and object markers. Put each of the existing Jingulu subject markers in a row, 
and each object marker in a column; make sure to give both the Jingulu form and English 
meaning for each morpheme. Then mark off which combinations of subject and object 
markers can cooccur. 
 

b. What generalizations can you draw about cases where subject and object markers 
combine productively versus those requiring fused forms? (10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4. Finally, consider the following sentence: 

 
Mankiya-nu  dibij-jayja-rruku. 
sit-did            outside-through-went 
‘She sat here and he went outside.’ 

 
This sentence has neither subject pronouns nor subject agreement markers. Consider both of 
these missing aspects: is each expected or surprising given the patterns we’ve seen above? 
Explain your answer. (10) 


